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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about how if-then rules are processed during an inferencing session? 

A. Rules are evaluated in the order in which they were added to the ruleset. 

B. A particular rule can be fired only once in an inferencing session. 

C. The effective date set for a rule can take it out of consideration for evaluation. 

D. A priority setting of 1 causes the rule to fire during each inferencing session. 

E. Rules with multiple IF conditions receive higher priority during evaluation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 2

During a simu-lation run, a simu-lation definition may be associated with _________. 

A. one what-if scenario for a single process 

B. multiple what-if scenarios for a single process 

C. multiple processes and one what-if scenario for each process 

D. multiple processes and multiple what-if scenarios for each process 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which human workflow service is used to get the list of outcomes defined for a task? 

A. IRuntimeConfigService 

B. ITaskQueryService 

C. ITaskService 

D. ITaskMetadataService 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Query the list of tasks using ITaskQueryService. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/integration.1111/e10224/bp_worklistcust.htm 
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QUESTION 4

Which two components in a BPM project can be promoted to become a case activity? (Choose two.) 

A. Mediator 

B. BPEL 

C. Human task 

D. Business rule 

E. BPMN 

F. Spring 

Correct Answer: CE 

Explanation: A case definition contains various case activities that represent the different work that the user can perform
in the context of a case. Oracle BPM allows you to define case activities based on: 

a Human Task 

a BPMN process 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/doc.1111/e15176/case_mgmt_bpmpd.htm#BPMPD87410 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two features are provided on the Tasks page of Business Process Workspace? 

A. Display Status for Adaptive Case Management (ACM) cases. 

B. View human tasks based on the user\\'s permissions and assigned groups and roles. 

C. Create personal to-do tasks that are unassociated with a process instance. 

D. View who is currently assigned to a task that the current user has completed. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: The Tasks page displays tasks for the user based on the user\\'s permissions and assigned groups and
roles. 

Perform authorized actions on tasks in the worklist, acquire and check out shared tasks, define personal to-do tasks,
and define subtasks. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bpm- user/bpmug_ws_gt_strt.htm#BPMUG121 
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